
WRITING A LITERATURE ESSAY GCSE

Read our guide to help you with your essay writing in exams and Remember you do not have to agree with other
people's points of view about literature.

Try to begin by addressing the question straight away. They need to consider paragraphs, sentence types,
punctuation, word order, clause order and how the extract begins and ends. And finally, do they change â€” do
they learn anything across the story? Be creative Remember you do not have to agree with other people's
points of view about literature. For a B you need to sustain your answer linking details to what the writer is
trying to say and thoughtfully consider the meanings of the texts. For a C you need to structure your answer to
the question, use details effectively to back up your ideas and make some appropriate comment on the
meaning of the texts. Used quotations from your chosen text s? A good quotation can be a line or two long or
just a few words from a line. There is no one correct answer to questions on English Literature, just well
explored and explained ones. Is there a theme explored through a particular character? Techniques Sometimes
we get students to analyse language but for them the technique is an afterthought. And teaching how to write
effective introductions helps pupils not only to focus the start of the essay, but also to shape the direction and
their ideas for the rest of their response. Not asking for much, then. Produced evidence to prove all your
points? Spend about 5 or 10 minutes planning as this will help you make sure you have chosen the right
question because then you know you have lots of material to cover. The best way to do this is to use a
quotation from the text. All the way Despite timetable constraints and pressure for schools, I strongly advise
reading any GCSE text cover to cover with students. Thinking beyond the text While these introductions
technically introduced the focus of the students' essays, they were frequently little more than a rephrasing of
the essay question. Language This should be the easiest, the words on the page, but often students move
swiftly past words or phrases, focusing on quotes that lead to poor analysis. Do not copy out whole long
sections from texts as this is wasting time. And the biggest problem was the introduction. So, I set about
finding a way to teach my students to write better introductions. Calling all English teachers: does this sound
familiar? Answered the question? And for my top set class, this was just not going to cut the band 6 mustard.
These were three sentences that stood me in good stead throughout GCSE, A level, degree and postgraduate
study. When I read the extract I begin to underline words or phrases that jump out at me. For an A you need to
be analytical and exploratory. Evidence When you make a point - you must give evidence to prove it.
Introduction This should be brief; you could include what your main view is and what other ideas you have. A
full set of resources to accompany this feature can be downloaded for free here. A literature exam will always
consider what the text is about, for example the actual content and themes or ideas the author is exploring.
How does it add to the atmosphere? Who is speaking and why?


